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Item 4 of the Agenda for the 21st Meetihg 0£
held on 22 October 1954.

US~IBEC,

- - - -..........------'(USCIB29.13/3;
USCIB 29.13/4).
(Note: While this item is reported separately, the members
of USCIBEC were agreed that it has a direct bearing on the
succeeding item (Item 5) and, accordingly iconsidered the
two ~tems together.)

THE CHAIRMAN introduced USCIB 29.13/3 for discussion and reviewed
the vote sheet replies to it as contained in USCIB! 29.13/4. He
suggested that if the members were willing to agree upon deletion of
subparagraphs 2e and 2d of the enclosure with USCIB 29 .13/:3 the proposal could then be sent to the Boa;t"d.
'MR: P9ii¥ZSIBES dett'b'bed bhab ! esoiallion of bhe p1 ublem eocdd be so
..c.St ,Po»'. S: ?J)hcf.

exda1~.

MR. PATTON stated that his principal is unwilling to increase the
quid pro quo, and recor.nnends that thel
fbe told at a high level
that we do not propose to dicker further concerning it. He expressed
the opinion of OSD that we have already paid, many times over, for the
material we want, and our approach should be that instead of increa.fing
the guid pro .9!!2. we are prepared to withdraw support if the_ •
_do
not come through with what we expect of them.
MR. BATTEY commented that, through MDAP, such a large volume of
communications equipment has been made available to the!
!that
they probably are not interested in any more.
The brief ensuing discussion resulted in agreement by the members
to recommend USClB approval of the enclosure with USCIB 29.13/3, subject to deletion of subparagraphs 2c, 2d, and all except the first 16
words of paragraph 3.
DECISION: (22 October 1954) USCIBEC noted the views expressed by the
Defense member, and agreed to recommend USCIB approval of the enclosure
with USCIB 29.13/3 subject to the following deletions:
a. Paragraph 2c
b. Paragraph 2d.
c. All except the first 16 words of paragraph 3.
This item to be dropped from the agenda.
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